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What did we do?

A voyage of discovery and scientific endeavour 
– a voyage of ocean exploration



This is an Irish good news story



Where did 
we go?
To the middle of 
the Atlantic 
1600km from 
Cork

and 3 km 
beneath the wave 
we discovered a 
“black smoker” 

covering an area 
about the size of 
a football pitch



What are black smokers?



Why are they important?
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Hunting the plume

A suspected hydrothermal 
plume was found over the 
central-eastern flank of the 
AVR in 2008



Moytirra Vent Field
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Moytirra Vent Field
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18m high Balor 
chimney







Why was this discovery so important
We found a new type and context for black smokers



Why was this discovery so important
We significantly extended the range of the Azorian 
hydrothermal vent fauna biozone

































Additional coverage

Good Morning Ireland

Newstalk again

Seascapes

Phantom 105.2

Dublin City FM

RTE 6-1 News

Alien Deep Episode 3 – National Geographic 
Television



The snowball effect

1. National Geographic Television sponsorship
2. Name the beastie school’s competition
3. Competition press release – Irish Times and Newstalk 

Radio
4. Marine Institute & UCC Press Office engagement
5. Ministerial interest - Simon Coveney
6. Pre-cruise press release – Irish Times
7. Survey Blog
8. Simon Coveney live link-up – UCC 
9. Discovery Press release
10. End of survey press conference and Good Morning    

Ireland
11. Follow up interviews



Dealing with the media
Go for it, always be available, in the studio if you can

Press releases – Clear concise message, why news 
worthy, quotes and sound bites

Interviews on radio/TV
– hydrate and ventilate
- prepare key points 
- acknowledge partners
- command the interview

Interviews for newspapers 
- prepare key points 
- demand partners  acknowledged 
- don’t prove a quote for an editorial trap



It’s a team effort!


